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Preface  ix

Preface

Purpose of Startup Business Chinese

After the implementation of the Open Door policy, China has become a dominant force in global 
business, competing with other economic superpowers like the U.S. and Japan. As China’s business 
developments continue to expand, transform, and urbanize, opportunities for foreigners to work or do 
business in China will abound for decades to come. Understanding the Chinese language and culture 
has become an important professional business tool to work with. The Startup Business Chinese series is 
developed to serve this exact purpose. This textbook is the third level in the series. 

Startup Business Chinese 3 is designed for students and business professionals who wish to accelerate 
their language profi ciency with a business focus, so that they can acquire essential communication skills 
and consequently conduct business more effectively in China.

It is the author’s hope that through practical and situational dialogues on relevant business topics, which 
include industry and workplace-specifi c vocabulary and expressions, learners may become better 
equipped to interact with their local colleagues, employees, and clients in China. Business-related 
cultural points are discussed to facilitate understanding of the necessary Chinese regulations, social 
customs, and protocols. Overall, interactive communication skills are prioritized to enable learners to 
reach beyond an intermediate level of Chinese language profi ciency in a reasonable amount of time.

Features of This Book
Learning Objectives

Similar to Startup Business Chinese Level 2, each lesson begins with key points outlining what students 
are expected to learn. 

Situational Dialogues

This textbook consists of 12 lessons. Each lesson has a dialogue based on a storyline. Using Startup 
Business Chinese Level 1 and 2 as a foundation, the text features a narrative passage, followed by a 
dialogue in each lesson. The dialogues aim to provide students with an authentic business conversation 
in both context and content. Students will be able to apply these dialogues to real-life business 
situations.

The dialogues from each lesson are presented in two forms: simplifi ed Chinese characters and, in the 
box underneath, pinyin Romanization. Students are encouraged and expected to read the Chinese 
dialogue without the aid of the pinyin, and should refer to the pinyin only when necessary. The author 
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x Startup Business Chinese 3

understands that some teachers may choose not to emphasize character writing, and therefore provides the pinyin for 
students who have not been trained in writing Chinese characters.

Vocabulary
There are a total of 686 new words, which introduce students to terms that are used in day-to-day operations, and with 
business partners at social events. 

Each lesson features two vocabulary lists. The fi rst list contains words that appear in the lesson’s dialogue, and 
immediately follows the pinyin dialogue. The second list, labeled Additional Vocabulary, includes words used 
throughout the rest of the lesson in the Sentence Patterns. This list precedes the Sentence Patterns section. Words in 
the Additional Vocabulary section are terms that are used both in the business environment and in everyday life. 
Additionally, simplifi ed and traditional characters are presented in juxtaposition, along with indications for words with 
more than one expression and pronunciation.

Sentence Patterns
Each lesson dialogue introduces relevant sentence patterns and new words. The patterns are explained in clear language 
based on structure and usage. Both formal and informal business usages are included in examples. In addition, most 
examples are presented in a mini-dialogue format to ensure that the reader will learn the accurate semantic usage and 
improve their communication skills. Each sentence has its own English translation for self-study, immediately 
accompanied by a Practice Section for further opportunities to master the pattern.

While Startup Business Chinese Level 1 and Level 2 provided students with a convenient side-by-side Chinese text and 
Romanization guide, Startup Business Chinese Level 3 minimizes this dependence on Romanization, only providing 
pinyin for new words. Every lesson has a large amount of vocabulary; this is intended to provide learners with 
opportunities for sustainable self-study.

Cultural Points
Given that culture is an integral part to learning any language, each lesson includes key cultural notes in the dialogues, 
sentence examples and vocabulary. Though most notes are embedded in the dialogues, a separate cultural point is also 
included in each lesson. These cultural points highlight important aspects of business practices in different regions in 
China, giving learners a deeper understanding of various Chinese business cultures, which promote 
interpersonal relations and overall socio-cultural competence.

Downloadable Audio
The textbook includes access to supplementary online audio materials, with all of the dialogues, vocabulary words, 
and sentence patterns. Audio fi les facilitate development of accurate pronunciation and listening comprehension 
interactively. Authenticity, accuracy and quality of pronunciation are ensured, as the speakers on the fi les are all native 
Chinese speakers. You can download these audio fi les at www.cheng-tsui.com/downloads.

Exercises
Additional practice exercises based on the main dialogues, vocabulary, and sentence patterns can be found at the end of 
each lesson. This practice material provides a variety of exercises to sharpen communication skills through reading, 
writing and listening comprehension with the audio downloads described above. Through a function-based approach, 
the exercises progress from simple questions and tasks to more complicated, open ended questions focusing on the 
content of the lesson. The exercises also emphasize building up one’s vocabulary, knowledge of grammar, and the 
lesson’s subject matter, with an ultimate focus on cultivating high level communication abilities. 
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List of Abbreviations

Abbreviations for Parts of Speech

Adj Adjective

Adv Adverb

AV Auxiliary Verb

Conj Conjunction

Exc Exclamation

Inter Interjection

IP Interrogative Pronoun

M Measure word

N Noun

Nu Numeral

O Object

P Particle

Pr Pronoun

Pre Prefi x

Prep Preposition

S Subject

Suf Suffi  x

T Time word
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V Verb
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Lesson 3

Cantonese Dining

Objectives

In this lesson we will learn:
• How to ask where to fi nd authentic Cantonese cuisine.
• Th e names of popular Cantonese dishes.
• Cantonese Dim Sum culture.
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44 Startup Business Chinese 3

Dialogue

 

 

Pinyin
Bái Yǒutiān yìjiā dào Guǎngzhōu yǒu yí duàn shíjiān le, dàn tā yīnwèi yìzhí mángzhe gōngsī de shì, suǒyǐ lián 
gēn jiārén yíkuàir chūqù chīfàn de shíjiān dōu méiyǒu. Zuìjìn tā gāng wánchéng yí gè zhòngyào de xiàngmù, 
kěyǐ shāowēi fàngsōng yíxià, yīncǐ xīwàng Zhào Fāngyǔ néng tuījiàn jǐ jiā yǒumíng de yuècàiguǎn.

Bái Yǒutiān: Zhào Jīnglǐ, zhège zhōumò wǒmen quánjiā xiǎng qù cháng yíxià zhèli de yuècài, nǐ néng tuījiàn 
jǐ jiā bǐjiào dìdào de Guǎngdōng fànguǎn ma?

Zhào Fāngyǔ: Rúguǒ nín yào chī zhèngzōng de yuècài, wǒ jiànyì nín qù shìshi chéng xī de lǎozìhào.

Bái Yǒutiān: Ó? Nǎ jǐ jiā suàn shì lǎozìhào ne?

Zhào Fāngyǔ: Zuì yǒumíng de yīnggāi shì “Guǎngzhōu Jiǔjiā” le.

Bái Yǒutiān: “Guǎngzhōu Jiǔjiā” yǒuxiē shénme tèsè cài ne?

Zhào Fāngyǔ: Tāmen de chǎoxiārén, chāshāoròu, qīngzhēngyú, dōu zuò de hěn dìdào.

Bái Yǒutiān: Nà wǒmen jiù qù nà jiā hǎo le. Xūyào xiān dìng wèizi ma?

Zhào Fāngyǔ: Zuì hǎo xiān yùdìng, tāmen nàlǐ de shēngyì zǒngshì hǎo de bùdéliǎo.
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Lesson 3 Cantonese Dining   45

Bái Yǒutiān: Duìle, wǒ de nǚ’ér Lìshā tèbié xǐhuan chī guǎngshì diǎnxīn, tāmen nàr yǒu zǎochá ma?

Zhào Fāngyǔ: Dāngrán yǒu, tāmen de zǎochá yě tǐng yǒumíng de, xiàng shāomài la, xiājiǎo la, dōu tǐng shòu 
huānyíng de.

Bái Yǒutiān: Hǎo! Nà wǒmen yídìng yào qù chángchang kàn.

Vocabulary

 Simplifi ed Traditional Pinyin
Part of 
Speech English

 1. 一家 yìjiā N one family; household
 2. 段 duàn M a period of time; length of road
 3. 連 lián Prep even
 4. 稍微 shāowēi (PRC)/

shāowéi (TW)
Adv a little bit; slightly

 5. 放鬆 fàngsōng V to relax; to loosen up
 6. 因此 yīncǐ Conj therefore; thus; consequently; as a 

result
 7. 推薦 tuījiàn V to recommend
 8. 粵 yuè PN abbreviation for Guangdong 

province in Southern China
 9.  (PRC) 道地 (TW) dìdào/dàodì Adj authentic; original
10. 正宗 zhènɡzōnɡ N genuine; original
11. 老字號 lǎozìhào N time-honored brand; established 

name in business; old fi rm or shop
12. 算 suàn V regard as; to consider as; to fi gure; 

to calculate; to compute
13. 酒家 jiǔjiā N restaurant
14. 特色 tèsè N special characteristic; distinguishing 

feature or quality

15. 炒蝦仁 chǎoxiārén N stir-fried shrimp (without the shell)
16. 炒 chǎo V to stir-fry; to sauté
17. 叉燒肉 chāshāoròu N barbecued pork (Cantonese style)
18. 燒 shāo V to cook; to roast; to grill
19. 清蒸魚 qīngzhēngyú N steamed fi sh
20. 蒸 zhēng V to steam
21. 位子 wèizi N seat; place
22. 預訂 yùdìng V to make a reservation
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46 Startup Business Chinese 3

 Simplifi ed Traditional Pinyin
Part of 
Speech English

23. 不得了 bùdéliǎo Adv extremely; exceedingly (used aft er 
 as a complement of degree) 

24. 式 shì N style
25. 點心 diǎnxīn N dim sum; light refreshments
26. 早茶 zǎochá N morning tea
27. 燒賣 shāomài N steamed dumplings; sumai
28. 蝦餃 xiājiǎo N shrimp dumplings
29. 受 shòu V to receive; to accept

Additional Vocabulary

 Simplifi ed Traditional Pinyin
Part of 
Speech English

 1. 款式 kuǎnshì N style; pattern; design
 2. 組 zǔ N/V group; to form; to organize
 3. 總監 zǒngjiān N chief inspector; commissioner
 4. 訓練 xùnliàn V to train; to drill
 5. 力氣 lìqì N strength
 6. 顧客 gùkè N client; customer
 7. 外地 wàidì N a place other than where one is
 8. 熟 shú Adj familiar; ripe; cooked
 9. 奧運 Àoyùn PN Olympics
10. 金牌 jīnpái N gold medal
11. 部分 bùfen N portion or part of the whole
12. 參考 cānkǎo V/N to refer to; reference
13. 不景氣 bù jǐngqì Adj economic depression
14. 景氣 jǐngqì N boom; prosperity
15. 毛衣 máoyī N (wool) sweater
16. 報名 bào míng VO to register; to sign up; to enroll
17. 聚餐 jù cān VO to dine together; to have a dinner party
18. 名 míng M measure word for people
19. 算了 suànle V forget it; never mind
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 Simplifi ed Traditional Pinyin
Part of 
Speech English

20. 營業 yíngyè V/N to do business; to trade; business
21. 台菜 táicài N Taiwanese cuisine
22. 海鮮 hǎixiān N seafood
23. 海鮮城 Hǎixiānchéng PN name of a restaurant
24. 誇 kuā V to praise; to commend
25. 提出 tíchū V to propose; to present; to suggest; 

to raise (a question) 

26. 寶貴 bǎoguì Adj valuable;   precious
27. 騎 qí V to ride
28. 高峰 gāofēng N peak; summit; ( : rush hour)
29. 時段 shíduàn N time period; interval of time
30. 半夜 bànyè T midnight
31. 貸款 dàikuǎn N/VO a loan; to take out a loan; to provide 

(or grant) a loan
32. 開工 kāi gōng VO to go into operation; to start up 

(a project or construction, etc.)
33. 通用 Tōngyòng PN General Motors
34. 勞工 láogōng N labor; laborer
35. 房地產 fángdìchǎn N real estate
36. 餐飲 cānyǐn N food and beverage
37. 娛樂 yúlè N/V entertainment; recreation; to entertain; 

to amuse
38. 款 kuǎn M measure word for a model or style of 

something
39. 世紀 shìjì N century
40. 文革 Wéngé PN Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) 

(abbreviation for )
41. 青睞 qīnglài V to win someone’s favor

42. 受訓 shòu xùn VO to receive training

43. 正式 zhèngshì Adj formal

44. 上崗 shàng gǎng VO to take up a job; to go to one’s post
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Sentence Patterns

1: 所以连跟家人一块出去吃饭的时间都没有。

 is a pattern used to emphasize a situation that is unusual or extreme.  should be placed 
before the situation that is being emphasized. Th e emphasis can be a noun or a verb construction.  is 
placed before a positive or negative verb to reinforce something which is beyond one’s expectations.

 + (Adj) + N +  + Positive/Negative V

Sample Sentences
   kuǎnshì

1. 

Even the elderly like this style.

2. A: 

 Are there any good Chinese restaurants in Los Angeles?

 B: 

  I know of a Sichuan restaurant that does especially good business; even people from Sichuan think that 
their dishes are very authentic.

3. A: 

 Who is that person?

      zǔ  zǒngjiān
 B: 

 He is your section’s chief inspector, how could you not even recognize him?

    xùnliàn       lìqi
4. 

Aft er a day of vigorous training, he is so tired that he doesn’t even have the energy to stand up.
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However, the pattern  +  + measure word + N +  can only be used in a negative sentence to 
emphasize “not even one.”

 +  + M + N +  + Negative V

Sample Sentences
          gùkè

1. 

Th ings in this store are extremely expensive; sometimes there isn’t even a single customer inside.

2. A: 

 Why does Xiao Zhang always eat alone?

     wàidì        shú
 B: 

  He was just transferred from somewhere else; he doesn’t even have a single friend here.

   Àoyùnjīnpái
3. 

When he got the Olympic gold medal, he was so emotional that he couldn’t even say a word.

Practice
Rewrite the following sentences using :

1. 

 

 

2. 
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3. 

 

 

4. 

 

 

Arrange the following words into grammatically correct sentences:

1.      

 

2.      

 

3.          

 

4.       

 

2: 哪几家算是老字号呢？

 has the following three usages:

 can mean “to be considered as, to be regarded as,” which describes the characteristics of 
something or someone based on one’s own judgment. For this usage, an adjective should follow .

 + Adj
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Sample Sentences
         bùfen

1. 

Although there are many Cantonese restaurants in the US, most of them are not considered authentic.

      cānkǎo
2. 

Th is data is considered reliable; you should be able to use it for reference.

3. A: 

 Manager Hu, I hope the company can raise our department’s salary.

   bù   jǐngqì
 B: 

  Since the economic situation is not prosperous right now, your salary is actually considered good.

4. A: 

 Th is year’s winter hasn’t been too cold.

      máoyī
 B: 

 Th at’s right. I don’t even need to wear my sweater.

 can also be used as a verb, meaning “to count, to calculate.”

Sample Sentences
   bào   míng

1. 

Please count how many people have registered to attend this gathering.

      jù   cān
2. 

Please count how many people will attend the year-end dinner, so that we know how many seats to reserve.
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3. A: 

  Th is project is very important to the development of our company, so we need a lot of manpower. 
Please fi gure out if we have enough people.

           míng
 B: 

 I already counted. I think we still need to add a few hundred more workers.

 also means “someone’s words carry weight”

Sample Sentences

1. A: 
 Why must everybody from the top to the bottom of our company listen to him?

 B: 

 Because he is the leader, so what he says counts.

suànle

means “forget it” or “nevermind,” and is used to get out of a diffi  cult situation.

Sample Sentences

1. A: .
 He is late again.

 B: 

 Forget it! Let’s go without him.

2. A: 
 How about we go out and eat at a restaurant tonight?

 B: 

 It’s so late now, I’m afraid all the restaurants are closed. Let’s just have something simple at home.
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Practice
Translate the following sentences using :

1. Th is restaurant’s food is considered authentic.

                             

2. A: Is a cell phone plan in China expensive?

 B: Compared to the United States, it is not considered too expensive.

                             

3. A: It is very hot today.

 B: Really? I wouldn’t consider it too hot.

                             

4. A: Th is restaurant is packed.

 B: How long do we have to wait?

 A: About one hour?

 B: Forget it, let’s go somewhere else to eat.

                             

5. Did you count how many people came to the job fair?

                             

3: 那我们就去那家好了。

used at the end of a sentence indicates that an off er or suggestion is being made.

Sample Sentences

1. A: 

 How about we go to the Shanghainese restaurant that we ate at last time?
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    yíngyè           táicài
 B: 

  Th ey are closed today. I heard the newly opened Taiwanese restaurant nearby is very authentic, have 
you been there?

 A: 

 Not yet; we should go there, then.

    hǎixiān
2. A: 

 I heard that the seafood here is very famous; I would like to go try it.

       Hǎixiānchéng
 B: 

 Th en I will take you to “Seafood City.”

Practice
Complete the following sentences with :

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

4: 他们那里生意总是好得不得了。

, meaning “always” or “all the time,” is an adverb describing an invariable situation, action, or 
behavior.

Sample Sentences
         kuā

1. 

Xiao Li’s performance has been the best; no wonder the boss always praises him.
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          tíchūbǎoguì
2. 

Manager Lin has a lot of experience, so he always has valuable suggestions during the meeting.

   qí        gōngjiāochē
3. 

He always rides a bike to work, instead of the bus.

      gāofēngshíduàn
4. 

Th is freeway is always jammed terribly during rush hour.

Practice
Insert  into the correct place in the following sentences:

1. 

2. 

3. 

5: 他们那里生意总是好得不得了。

is a complement of degree used to signify an extreme situation or high degree of being.

Adj +   +  

Sample Sentences

1. 

Th is roast duck shop is very authentic. Th e ducks that they roast smell amazing.

      bànyè
2. A: 

 Recently, he has been working overtime and does not go home until midnight.
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 B: 

 No wonder his wife says that he is always exhausted when he comes home.

  dài   kuǎn       kāi   gōng
3. 

Th ere is still no news about the bank loan, yet the project is about to begin, so he is very anxious.

Practice
Rewrite the following sentences using Adj +  + :

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6: 像烧卖啦、虾饺啦，都挺受欢迎的。

Besides the usage that was introduced in Lesson 2 (Sentence Pattern 3),  has another usage. In a list of 
examples,  can be used aft er each item to indicate a pause.

Sample Sentences
             tōngyòng

1.  
Th ere are many foreign enterprises in Shanghai, such as Coca-Cola, Goldman Sachs, General Motors, etc. 
Th ere are so many of them.

2. A: 

 I heard your company’s benefi ts package is very good. Th e company gave you a lot of insurance, right?

         láogōng
 B: 

 Yes, like medical insurance, retirement insurance, unemployment insurance, as well as labor insurance.
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3. A: 
 What is your company’s main business?

      fángdìchǎn     cānyǐn   yúlè
 B: 

 We manage a lot of businesses, such as real estate, restaurants and entertainment; we do it all.

7: 像烧卖啦、虾饺啦，都挺受欢迎的。

 is the short form of  meaning “to accept, to receive.” It takes a noun, such as  or , 
as its object to complete its meaning.

Sample Sentences
kuǎn

1. 

Th is cell phone is very popular among young people.

   shìjì
2. A: 

  Do you know why many Chinese people did not receive an education during the 1960s–1970s?

    wéngé
 B: 

 Because of the “Cultural Revolution,” many people did not have the opportunity to attend university.

          qīnglài
3. 

Th is fast food restaurant’s service is quick and good, thus winning favor from more and more customers.

       shòu   xùn   zhèngshì   shàng   gǎng
4. 

New employees have to undergo a month of training before offi  cially starting work.
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Practice
Translate the following sentences:

1. He received his education in the United States.

2. Th e purpose of going to school is to receive an education.

3. Th is type of cell phone is becoming more and more popular in China.

Cultural Points

Socializing and Networking
Socializing and networking are very important aspects of the workplace for 
Chinese society. Aft er working hard at the offi  ce, many employees like to go out and 
eat with their co-workers, rather than returning straight home.

In China, in order to succeed in the workplace, it is necessary to build a social network with the 
people that are in the same company. Th is is why, oft entimes aft er work, they arrange dinners and 
gatherings at nearby restaurants, in order to get to know their co-workers better and to build 
connections with people they don’t normally talk to. Th is becomes an opportunity for people to 
network and socialize with their seniors, fi nding ways to get closer to those in higher positions. 
Th ese relationships can become very important in the future.

Another reason why people like to congregate outside of their homes aft er work is because of the 
limited amount of space in China. Whether the employees have their own family, or are single, the 
home of each co-worker is generally very small, and is not a good place for people to hang out. Going 
to a restaurant, café, or bar allows for more space and a more comfortable setting. When people in 
China return to their homes, it is oft en just for cleaning up, sleeping, and other private pastimes.
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Listening Comprehension

Dialogue

Comprehension Questions
1. 

 a.

 b.

 c.

2. 

 a.

 b.

 c.
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3. 

 a.

 b.

 c.

4. 

 a.

 b.

 c.

Creating a Dialogue or Role-Play
On a separate sheet of paper, write a dialogue or role-play with a partner. Choose one of the topics below, 
incorporating words from this lesson, as well as other words and expressions you have learned to add 
variety and interest. Aft erward, present your work to your peers and act out the dialogue in class.

You want to invite your colleague’s family to dinner at an authentic Chinese restaurant. You know that the 
family does not like spicy food, but you are not familiar with the nearby restaurants. Ask a co-worker 
questions similar to those that follow:

• Where is the best place to eat Cantonese food?

• What kind of dishes do you recommend?

• How many dishes should be ordered for a party of eight?

• Are reservations required for that restaurant?

Creating an Invitation
Write an email invitation to a client or partner, inviting them to a business lunch/dinner.

Exercises

Choose the most appropriate words from the word bank to complete the follow paragraph.

 

(hù)
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Based on the above text, determine whether the statements are true or false.

(  ) 1. 

(  ) 2. 

  (  ) 3. 

  (  ) 4. 

  (  ) 5. 

  (  ) 6. 

 (  ) 7. (hù)

Based on the text, determine whether the statements are true or false.

 (  ) 1. 州没多久。

 (  ) 2. 

 (  ) 3. 

 (  ) 4. 

 (  ) 5. 

 (  ) 6. 

Answer the following questions based on the text.

1. 

 

2. 

 

3. 
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4. 

 

5. 

 

6. 

 

7. 

 

8. 

 

Defi ne the underlined words and form your own sentences.

1. 

 

 

2. 

 

 

3. 

 

 

4. 

 

 

5. 
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6.

7.

8.

Rewrite the answers using the patterns given in parentheses:

1. A: 

B: 

2. A: 

B: 

3. A: 

B: 

4. A: 

B: 

5. A: 

B: 100
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6. A: 

 B: 

 

7. A: 

 B: 

 

8. A: 

 B: 

 

Rearrange the words to make grammatically correct sentences.

1. 

 

2. 

 

3. 

 

4. 

 

Combine the two sentences into one sentence using .

1. 

 

2. 
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3. 

 

4. 

 

5. 

 

Guess the meaning of the words below, and provide their abbreviation if applicable.

 1. 

 Abbreviation  

 2. 

 Abbreviation  

 3. 

 Abbreviation  

 4. 

 Abbreviation 

 5. 

 Abbreviation  

 6. 

 Abbreviation 

 7. 

 Abbreviation 

 8.     

 Abbreviation 
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 9.    

 Abbreviation  

10. 

 Abbreviation 

Using vocabulary and sentence patterns you have learned so far, translate the following sentences.

1.  He has found a job, and is extremely happy. However, this job is not only very demanding, but also gives 
him a lot of pressure. He is so busy with work that he oft en returns home late; sometimes he works 
overtime and does not even have time to eat.

2.  As living standards in China rise, more and more Chinese people can aff ord to eat out. Not only do they 
like to eat Chinese food, they also like to eat at American fast food restaurants such as McDonald’s, Pizza 
Hut, and KFC. Th ese restaurants are very popular in China.

3. A:  I have been working at this company for three years but the benefi ts are not considered good. 
Not only that, I feel like I don’t really learn anything here.

 B: Th en you should go and fi nd another company with better benefi ts. ( )
4. A: What kind of a person is Manager Zhou?
 B:  He is a great guy. When the workers are in trouble, he always helps them out.
 A: I oft en see him talking with other people during lunch.
 B: Yes, even during his break he is always with his co-workers.
5. A: Let’s each order one dish; what would you like to order ?
 B:  We don’t know how to order Chinese food, and my Chinese is not considered good. Why don’t you 

help us order?
 A:  No, you’ve only studied for a year and already speak so fl uently. I would consider your Chinese to be 

good. Why don’t you try to order something?
 B: Forget it. Please, you guys order the food for me.
6. A: How was the job fair that you attended? Any good news?
 B:  Th ere were too many people that attended the job fair. Th e companies that I applied for didn’t even give 

me the chance for an interview.
 A: Indeed, it is diffi  cult to fi nd a job nowadays that suits your interests.
7. A: Our company always has all kinds of problems, which makes people very anxious.
 B: Don’t worry. Th e problems will usually work themselves out.
8. A:  I’ll pass by Los Angeles before my business trip to New York next week. Are there any good Chinese 

restaurants in Los Angeles?
 B:  Of course, there are so many diff erent kinds of food, such as Taiwanese, Cantonese, and Sichuanese 

food. 
 A: Which one do you recommend?
 B:  I know a Sichuanese restaurant that has a good reputation. Th eir dishes are not only very authentic, 

but also inexpensive.
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